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Motivation
Communication is essential for science
Exchange inside the scientific
community
Science is built on the previously
done work
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Motivation
Scientific communication and Web 2.0
New web technologies dubbed as Web
2.0 make communication and
collaboration cheaper, easier, faster
and decentralized.
They are complementary to current
scientific communication but might
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We are just at the beginning
I find it ironic that science is about the adoption, discovery and
exploitation of new knowledge and techniques, yet the biggest
revolution on the web is passing us by.
Greg Tyrelle (Nature, 1 December 2005, 438, 548-549)
Scientists are more interested in their careers and grants than using
tools that promote better communication and data sharing.
David Lipman
“He’s optimistic that this attitude may change in the future,
however, especially as a new generation used to communicating
through social sites such as MySpace enters research.”
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There is so much to talk about ...
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Wikis – Knowledge management made easy
What’s a wiki
wiki wiki – hawaiian for quick
When Tim Berners-Lee invented the
WWW he thought about a web




All versions are kept and can be
recovered/compared
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Applications of wikis
Collaborative organising/writing of ...






... documents like papers, grants,
patents, business plans etc.
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Potentials and Challenges
Future
More Semantic Web under the hood (“web
of data”)
More functionality (e.g. mind mapping)




Wiki-science will often be the first word on
a new area. Some researchers will specialize
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Online conferences
Why?
Talks/Conferences are an excellent way of communicating science,
but usually reach only a small audience.
Advantages of online conferences
Broader audience can be reached
Cheaper
Fewer time restrictions
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An example - First Online EMBL PhD Symposium
Facts
Open for 5 days to registered
participants; after that media available
without restrictions





Participants could contribute by
commenting on talks, in chats and
with their own media.
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Wine and Cheese session
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Lessons learned
Hard to find people willing to give a
talk
uncomfortable with the high




Many participants but most were
passive
Very positive feedback from
participants
⇒ Makes sense if you want to reach
many people
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Alternative approaches
If you want to do this with less hassle






not everything under one roof
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Take home messages
Web 2.0 has a deep impact on scientific communication and
collaboration
Wikis are excellent for collaborative work
Online conferences are a cheap way to reach a broad audience
To solve/consider: manpower, quality, identity, credits
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Thanks for your attention.
Any questions?























































































http://blogs.nature.com/wp/nascent/2006/10/berkman second nature and the.html
Image sources
The School of Athens – http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/Image:Sanzio 01 Plato Aristotle.jpg
Spider Web – http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/Image:Water drops on spider web.jpg
Wiki Wiki – http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/Image:WikiWiki.jpg
Ants – http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/Image:Oecophylla.jpg
Marmot warning – http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/Image:WarningMarmotAustria.JPG
Terracota army – http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/Image:Xian guerreros terracota detalle.JPG
Japanese Classroom – http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/Image:JapaneseClassroom.jpg
Hammock – http://www.flickr.com/photos/emzee/139794246/
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About this document
Created in LATEX using the beamer class, pdfLATEX and emacs.
Gimp and firefox were used to take screen shots of websites.
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